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Introduction
This analysis, in a series of Berlin Process

joins the EU due to the freedom of

policy briefs produced by the SEE Think

movement of EU citizens.

Net, builds on the policy brief “Enhanced
cooperation to tackle migration – Western

Conclusions of the Berlin Process

Balkans and the Berlin Process” published

summits did not deal to a large extent

in July 2018,1 focusing on migration

with migration. Earlier reports, where

pressure from outside of Europe, i.e.

migration had been mentioned, had

migrants trying to reach richer European

underlined the need for regional

countries. It focuses more specifically

cooperation to stem illegal migration,

on the issue of demographic change and

protect borders, ensure human rights,

emigration from Southeast Europe (SEE).

fight criminal networks of smugglers, and

It looks closely at causes and effects of

coordinate activities with the EU.3 The

low birth rates and emigration which result

conclusions of the 2018 London Summit

in depopulation and overall ageing of

include a concern “about the high levels

these societies vis-à-vis the stability and

of brain drain and youth unemployment in

economic prosperity of these countries. In

the region”.4

2

addition, the analysis demonstrates that
integration in the European Union (EU)

By focusing on the rule of law and

does not solve the problem of emigration

the fight against corruption as one of

and ageing. On the contrary, emigration

the key conditions for reversing the

increases in the first years after a country

trend of increasing emigration and

1
2

3
4



https://idscs.org.mk/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Migration.pdf
Southeast Europe includes Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo, Montenegro, North Macedonia, and
Serbia as well as Croatia and Slovenia.
See report Enhanced cooperation to tackle migration – Western Balkans and the Berlin Process.
Chair’s Conclusions of the Heads’ meeting of the London Western Balkans Summit, 10 July 2018;
https://berlinprocess.info/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Chair%E2%80%99s-Conclusions-of-theHeads%E2%80%99-meeting-of-the-London-Western-Balkans-Summit-10-July-2018.pdf

 consequent depopulation, this brief

Southeast Europe, this brief also

would complement existing analytics on

acknowledges that migration is a

demographic challenges in Southeast

global phenomenon. Migration existed,

Europe with the aim to highlight the

exists, and will exist. People migrate for

magnitude of the problem and contribute

different reasons - economic uncertainty,

to public discussion. These are obviously

environmental issues, political insecurities,

not the only causes for emigration and

or personal preferences. While some

population decline, but they lie at the

people leave their homes because they

core of fundamental reforms that do

are forced to, others move because

not guarantee, but foster reforms that

they seek experience and knowledge.

could tackle emigration and negative

Globalization drives mobility as a result

demographics. They are essential

of faster and cheaper transportation.

preconditions for economic, social, and

Technology spreads information and

political reforms that, if implemented,

weaves continents, countries, and cultures

could create conditions in which citizens

ever faster into one fascinating entity that

of these countries might choose to stay

invites exploration. Advanced technology

and new ones might decide to come.

and more efficient transportation goes

Another strong focus of this brief is

hand in hand with pull factors, i.e.

domestic responsibility in tackling the

conditions in countries which attract

effects of emigration. Too often, SEE

immigration, such as better job offers

countries have a tendency to delegate

and higher standard of living, but these

responsibility or passively wait for others

are not the focus of this paper. However,

to solve their problems. The immediacy

as long as people are attracted by better

of the problem of demographic decline

living conditions in countries such as

does not allow the luxury of waiting for a

Germany, the choice to leave or to stay for

solution to arise. However, in explaining

many citizens in Southeast Europe will tilt

causes of increasing emigration from

towards leaving.

2

Emigration and
demographic
change

decline that governments and citizens
alike are now regarding as a problem par
excellence of their countries. Depopulation
is no longer a myth but acute reality. For
example, Croatia’s and Serbia’s population
has decreased for approximately 200 and

Citizens of SEE countries are leaving

300 thousand people respectively in just

their countries in search of a better

eight years (2010 to 2018), which makes it

life and living conditions. Unlike many

slightly less than 5% of the total population

non-European migrants, SEE migrants

of each of the respective countries. In

are primarily traveling via legal channels

the case of Croatia, the entry into the

since all Western Balkan countries (except

EU in 2013 allowed for the freedom of

Kosovo) enjoy visa-free status.5

movement which opened the gateway
even wider to citizens who decided to

Increased emigration in combination with

seek their prosperity abroad (especially in

low birth rates has led to a demographic

Germany, Austria, and Ireland).



Table 1. Total population, source: The World Bank

Countries

5

Total population (per million)

Natural
increase

2010

2015

2018

Croatia

4.295

4.203

4.089

-0.206

Serbia

7.291

7.095

6.982

-0.309

Bosnia and
Herzegovina

3.705

3.429

3.323

-0.382

Montenegro

0.619

0.622

0.622

0.003

Albania

2.913

2.881

2.866

-0.047

North Macedonia

2.071

2.079

2.082

0.011

Kosovo

1.775

1.801

1.845

0.07

Serbia, Montenegro and North Macedonia received visa-free status in 2009, while Albania and Bosnia
and Herzegovina in 2010.

3

 These numbers, when translated into

decline that, in most cases, warn of an

a graph, show trends of population

irreversible trend.

24
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1. Birth rates, source: The World Bank Data
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Emigration and low birth rates contribute

is shrinking, causing overall population

to population ageing. Croatia and

ageing. To this, one also has to add the

Serbia have made it to the top of the

consequences of the wars in the 1990s,

oldest average age chart in Europe.

such as war casualties and refugees.

Predominantly young are leaving, which

For example, it is estimated that around

is the most devastating fact for the long-

100,000 persons lost their lives in the

term economic stability of WB countries.

1992-95 war in Bosnia and Herzegovina6

Of the total population, the percentage of

while hundreds of thousands left the

young persons who could have children

country as refugees.7

6

7

4

John R. Lampe, “Bosnian War. European History”, Encyclopedia Britannica; https://www.britannica.com/
event/Bosnian-War .
John R. Lampe, Noel R. Malcom, Paula Pickering, “Bosnia and Herzegovina: People”, Encyclopedia
Britannica, last update August 2019; https://www.britannica.com/place/Bosnia-and-Herzegovina/
People#ref1104712

Table 2. Median age; source: Worldometers

Median age

Countries
2010

2015

2018

Croatia

41.7

43.1

43.3

Serbia

38.7

40.5

40.7

Bosnia - Herzegovina

38.9

40.7

41.2

Montenegro

36.4

37.7

37.9

Albania

32.2

34.9

35.2

North Macedonia

35.7

37.4

37.8

Kosovo

Population ageing burdens economic

This is not to say that people should stay,

and social systems. The shortage of

live and work only in places where they were

labour force affects economic activity

born. The individual right to move freely has

and impacts the stability of pension

to be respected, retained, and strengthened.

funds. Young and educated, when they

However, from a perspective of emigration

leave, take with them knowledge and

countries, losing human capital means

skills that, otherwise, would be utilized

losing the most valuable resources for their

for professional successes in their

future.

countries. In this way, the absence
of people means lower population

This is a good place to underline one fact

numbers, but much more importantly,

that characterizes SEE emigration. Not all

it means lost human capital that could

migrants from this region leave because

be invested in development of WB

they are unemployed. Significant percentage

countries.

of emigrants are professionals with well-

9



European Commission. “Six flagship initiatives support transformation of Western Balkans”. https://
ec.europa.eu/commission/sites/beta-political/files/six-flagship-initiatives-support-transformationwestern-balkans_en.pdf (accessed 4 November 2019)
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 paid jobs, who own property and live

childcare flexibility for working parents.

relatively comfortable lives. These people
leave because of political situations in

Governments respond to this complex

their countries. Corruption, nepotism, and

issue of population ageing with economic

clientelism; degrading quality of education,

and social policies to stimulate birth

health, and environmental protection;

rates. In Croatia, for example, countering

intolerance of minorities and a lack of

demographic decline has become a top

post-war reconciliation; ethno-nationalism

national priority. In 2018, both the prime

and pervasive narratives of historical

minister and the president revealed plans

injustices stifle individuals who desire to

how to deal with this problem.10 Their

live in open, progressive, and dynamic

demographic revival programmes focus

societies. Many explain that they leave for

on stimulating birth rates of Croatian

the sake of their children, not themselves,

citizens and welcome policies inviting

because they do not want their children

Croatia’s diaspora to return to their

to grow up in an atmosphere of hatred,

homeland. Immigration in neither of these

intolerance, and corruption.9

two programmes is seriously discussed.
The president’s plan includes immigration-

Lower birth rates and the consequent

facilitating measures, but of people who

ageing of population are also a result

share cultural traits with Croats as, it is

of social changes such as education of

believed, the cost for their integration is

women who, with entering the job market,

lower. The Croatian government presented

delay motherhood to focus on their

a package of measures and policies that

careers. Low birth rates are also a result

include raising child-support payments

of financial insecurity stemming from

and subsidizing housing loans for young

limited job offers, low salaries, precarious

families; and established a special council

work, as well as limited employment and

for the demographic revitalization of

9

10

6

Tina Bačić, “Kako sam u četrdesetoj odlučila ostaviti stari život iza sebe i sa sinom preselila u Švedsku”
[“How did I decided to leave behind my old life and with my son move to Sweden in my forties”], super1.
telegram.hr, 26 September 2019; https://super1.telegram.hr/snaga/kako-sam-u-cetrdesetoj-nakongubitka-supruga-ostavila-stari-zivot-iza-sebe-i-sa-sinom-preselila-u-svedsku/
Ured predsjednice RH, “Prijedlog mjera populacijske politike Republike Hrvatske”. Available online: http://
predsjednica.hr/files/Prijedlog%20mjera%20populacijske%20politike%20Republike%20Hrvatske.pdf

Croatia.11 In Serbia, the government

their interests. The pressure for change,

passed a Law on Financial Support for

thus, has to come from the citizens who

Families with Children, in which child

are committed to build prosperous and

benefits are increasing progressively

dynamic societies based on the rule

corresponding to the number of children.

12

of law and who do not shy away from
responsibility for the destiny of their

In all likelihood, however, these are

countries. Civic protests are a legitimate

cosmetic measures that do not

and necessary democratic tool for the

significantly impact the existing trend of

change these societies desperately need.

lower birth rates. Similar measures were
tried before with a very limited success.13
After all, were they successful in the
first place, these countries would not be
experiencing the current demographic
situation. WB governments know that
existing demographic-growth measures
do not work in reality, but they are not

Rule of law and
fight against
corruption

willing to undertake substantial and
comprehensive rule of law reforms.

Entrenching the rule of law in the Balkans

Fighting corruption, building transparent

is not some abstract exercise demanded

and strong institutions, limiting clientelism

by Brussels, but is the existential reform

and party patronage would make stronger

process14 that will determine if these

states, but would drive the current elites

societies are able to generate economic

from power. As rational actors, they try

and social development or not. Rule of law

to maximize gains from their positions

and economic development are correlated,

and resist any change that threatens

but rule of law favours development

11

12

13

14



Vlada Republike Hrvatske, “Za pronatalitetne mjere izdvojilo se 1,9 milijardi kuna”, 2018. Available online:
https://vlada.gov.hr/vijesti/za-pronatalitetne-mjere-izdvojilo-se-1-9-milijardi-kuna/23978
Kabinet ministra bez portfelja zaduženog za demografiju i populacionu politiku,“Mere populacione
politike”. Available online: http://www.mdpp.gov.rs/latinica/populaciona-politika-mere.php
Francesca Rolandi,”Croatia: those who leave”, OBC Transeuropa, 19 September 2019, https://www.
balcanicaucaso.org/eng/All-the-news/Croatia-those-who-leave-196529
Tim Judah, “Bye-Bye, Balkans: A Region in Critical Demographic Decline”, BIRN, 14 October 2019, https://
balkaninsight.com/2019/10/14/bye-bye-balkans-a-region-in-critical-demographic-decline/
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 more.15 In Western Balkan countries

entrenching rule of law, fighting corruption,

corruption and clientelism feature high

completing the judicial reform, advancing

in public surveys of WB societies and

independent institutions, facilitating

both of these social behaviours are drivers

media freedom, and countering organized

for emigration of youth. What it means

crime.18 State capture means that the

is that the establishment of rule of law

elites in power manage to sustain the

is essential, a prerequisite for economic

system in which they profit at the expense

development. Foreign investments

of citizens. What needs to be done is to

come to places where there is functional

prevent the few to steal from the many.19

16

17

judiciary, effective institutions and efficient
public administration. Legal security is

High degrees of corruption in Western

essential for economic activity, just as it is

Balkan societies20 demotivate people,

essential for stability and longevity of any

especially young people, to stay in their

democratic society.

countries.21 According to the 2018
Corruption Perception Index (CPI),

The 2018 EU enlargement strategy lists

the countries of the Western Balkans,

tasks that need to be implemented to

including Croatia, regressed or stagnated

strengthen democracies and economies

in the world ranking over the course of the

in the WB and break the state capture –

last several years.

¹5 Andrea Capussela, speaking at a conference “A European Union in Disarray”, Friedrich Ebert
Foundation, Cavtat, Croatia, 11-12 October 2019.
¹6 Figure 43; Figure 102; Figure 106 in “Balkan Barometer 2019: Public Opinion Analytical report”,
Sarajevo: RRC, 2019: 43; 103;105. https://www.rcc.int/seeds/files/RCC_BalkanBarometer_
PublicOpinion_2019.pdf
17
Nikola Baketa in A.B. “Zašto mladi napuštaju RH? Vladu to – ne zanima” [Why are young people
leaving Croatia? The Government is – not interested], Faktograf, 13 March 2018; https://faktograf.
hr/2018/03/13/mladi-odlazak-studija-emigracija/
18
European Commission, “A credible enlargement perspective for and enhanced EU engagement with the
Western Balkans”. 6 February 2018.
19
Karla Hoff and Joseph Stieglitz, “Exiting a Lawless State”, Economic Journal 118(531): 2008, 1474-97.
20
Transparency International Croatia, “Business, corruption and crimes in the Western Balkans: The
impact of bribery and other crimes on private enterprise“, 2013; https://www.transparency.hr/en/
article/business-corruption-and-crime-in-the-western-balkans-the-impact-of-bribery-and-other-crimeon-private-enterprise/46
21
A.B. “Zašto mladi napuštaju RH? Vladu to – ne zanima” [Why are young people leaving Croatia? The
Government is – not interested], Faktograf, 13 March 2018; https://faktograf.hr/2018/03/13/mladiodlazak-studija-emigracija/
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Table 3. Corruption perception index, source: Transparency International

Countries

Corruption Perception Index
2015

2018

Croatia

51

48

Serbia

40

39

Bosnia and Herzegovina

38

38

Montenegro

44

45

Albania

36

36

North Macedonia

42

37

Kosovo

33

37

Index: 100 = full transparency in country; 0 = no transparency in country

Corruption in a society is like cancer

should come as a number one priority

that eats healthy tissue of an

for progressive political forces in WB

organism. Due to the situation in these

and on top of the EU’s reform agenda.22



countries, the fight against corruption

22

Valeska Esch and Olga van Zijverden, eds. “Rule of Law Reforms in the Western Balkans”, Aspen
Institute Germany, 2018
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Emigration and
demographic
change

since people have left their countries to
seek employment elsewhere and thus
drove down unemployment figures in
their countries. Yet, the unceasing trend
is now viewed differently – no longer
with relief but with fear. Fear that if too

Emigration from Southeast Europe has

many people leave, these societies will

had, at one point, a relative positive effect

face unsustainable economic and social

on the overall rate of unemployment,

situations.

Table 4. Unemployment, source: The World Bank Data

Countries

Unemployment (% of total Labour Force)
2008

2013

2018

Croatia

8.53

17.25

8.85

Serbia

13.71

22.16

13.51

Bosnia - Herzegovina

23.41

27.45

20.83

Montenegro

17.15

19.49

15.46

Albania

13.06

15.86

13.89

North Macedonia

33.76

28.99

21.55

Kosovo

47.5

The situation is so alarming that some

other suggest that migration destination

national politicians have made desperate

countries should compensate sending

proposals, such as Croatia’s president

countries for the cost of the loss of human

calling on border closures in order to

capital.23 Some proposed a bachelor tax

prevent people from leaving, while some

(applicable for unmarried men older than

22

Ivo Lučić, “Stručnjaci složno daju odgovor na pitanje o nedostatku radne snage u Hrvatskoj” [Experts
answer a question about a shortage of workforce in Croatia], Net.hr, 17 June 2018; https://net.hr/
danas/hrvatska/strucnjaci-slozno-daju-odgovor-na-pitanje-o-nedostatku-radne-snage-u-hrvatskoj-evosto-sada-mora-biti-ucinjeno/
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35 years of age and women older than 30

any of these policies will offer favourable

years of age) which, in theory, would have

incentives for young couples to bear more

the effect of stimulating marriage and,

children in their native countries.

consequently, child births.24

Brain drain in the region shows a
tendency to increase as a relatively

Schools and universities across the

high percentage of youth in different

countries in Southeast Europe are

WB countries expresses a desire to live

recording a smaller number of enrolled

abroad.26 In 2018, according to Eurostat

students reflecting the fact that there

around 230,000 people permanently left.27

are simply less people living in these

However, many people do not give up

countries. Policies of demographic

residence in their home countries, making

revitalization are being adopted, but they

this figure just a conservative estimate,

tend to be conservative in nature, aiming

although even these figures are dramatic.

at increasing birth rates of the existing

The largest number emigrated from

population. In conditions of economic

Albania — 62,000, followed by Bosnia and

deprivation, political instability, female

Herzegovina (53,500), Serbia (51,000),

education, and existence of better job

Kosovo (34,500), North Macedonia

opportunities abroad, it is unlikely that

(24,300), and Montenegro (3,000).28

25

24

25

26

27

28

“Kako napuniti državni budžet i povećati natalitet: Oporezovati neženje i udavače koji imaju preko 30
godina!” [How to fill the state budget and increase rate of birth: To tax bachelors and widowers who
are over 30 years old!”], Banjalukainfo, 07 November 2012; http://banjalukain.com/clanak/82025/
oporezovati-nezenje-i-udavace-koji-imaju-preko-30-godina
Marko Karačić, “U pet godina čak 10.000 studenata manje u FBiH, najveći pad u Tuzli” [“In five years,
as many as 10,000 fewer students enrolled in FBiH, the biggest decline in Tuzla”] Vecernji.ba. 12 May
2018; https://www.vecernji.ba/vijesti/u-pet-godina-cak-10-000-studenata-manje-u-fbih-najveci-pad-utuzli-1244850
Gallup: Albania Ranks Fourth Worldwide in Terms of People’s Desire to Migrate,” Exit, 5 January 2019;
https://exit.al/en/2019/01/05/gallup-survey-on-migration-and-brain-drain/. Vukašin Živković, Brain
drain: The most important migration issue of the Western Balkans, European Western Balkans, 25
December 2018; https://europeanwesternbalkans.com/2018/12/25/brain-drain-important-migrationissue-western-balkans/ . Neli Esipova, Julie Ray, Rajesh Srinivasan, “The World’s Potential Migrants”,
Gallup, 2011; https://www.migrationinstitute.org/files/events/gallup_whitepaper_migration.pdf
Alida Vračić, Can Europe Help the Balkans Keep its Young Emigrants?, Reporting Democracy, 7
October 2019; https://balkaninsight.com/2019/10/07/can-europe-help-the-balkans-keep-its-youngemigrants/
Ibid.
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Pull factors, such as shortage of

data on the total amount of workers

workforce in developed countries such as

coming to Germany from all around the

Germany, will continue to attract workers

world, Bosnia and Herzegovina is found

from this region of Europe. Germany

among the top four countries from which

draws the largest percentage of labour

workers immigrate to Germany, alongside

force from Southeast Europe with all

with India, China, and the US as the

indicators suggesting the continuation of

remaining ones.30 The attention here is

this trend. In 2016, Germany simplified

on absolute numbers taking into account

the procedures for issuing residence

the size of the Bosnia-Herzegovinian

permits on the basis of employment for

population and that of countries like India,

citizens from the Western Balkans in order

China, and the US.

to appropriate additional labour force it
needs for its economic growth. Between

To tackle labour shortage, Germany

2015 and 2017, about half of all visas were

adopted a new law in 2018 to further

issued in Bosnia and Herzegovina (26.1%)

simplify and ease the procedures for

and Kosovo (25.2%), followed by Serbia

businesses employing foreign workers.31

(18.4%), North Macedonia (17.7%), Albania

From the 53.9 million working age

9.1%, and Montenegro 3.5%. One of the

population (15-64) in 2010, projections

keys to success of this policy was that

are that Germany, despite all existing

they granted permits for skilled workers

measures, will drop to 39.4 million people

but also for unskilled workforce, making a

of working age by 2050.32 This means,

contrast to the usual labour requirements.

Germany will continue to absorb available

In fact, around half of the work permits

workforce, in particular from European

issued in 2016 and 2017 were for helpers

countries.

29

(unskilled workers). If we dig more into

29

30

31

32

Hoffmeyer-Zlotnik, Developments in Germany in the context of visa liberalisation, European Migration
Network (EMN) (2019)
Germany´s Federal Ministry of the Interior, Building, and Community, “Skilled immigrants: an asset to
our country”, 2018.
Kate Connolly, “Germany passes immigration law to lure non-EU skilled workers”, The Guardian, 19
December 2018; https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/dec/19/germany-passes-immigrationlaw-to-lure-non-eu-skilled-workers
Russel King and Aija Lulle, “Research on Migration: Facing Realities and Maximising Opportunities”,
European Commission, 2016, p. 20.
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Foreign Direct
Investment
With weak institutions, foreign investment

under such conditions that, in the end,

is slow to come. When it does, it is often

does little to contribute to the economic

either speculative capital or it is agreed

development of a country.

Table 5. FDI, source: The World Bank Data

Countries

FDI, net inflows Balance of Payment, current billion US$)
2010

2015

2018

Croatia

1.42

0.16

1.24

Serbia

1.69

2.34

4.11

Bosnia - Herzegovina

0.44

0.38

0.48

Montenegro

0.76

0.69

0.48

Albania

1.09

0.98

1.21

North Macedonia

0.3

0.29

0.67

Kosovo

0.49

0.34

0.24

Serbia seems to be the only country in

in the economic policies of the Serbian

the region that demonstrates a significant

government, which works exclusively to

FDI. However, Serbia is also among

attract foreign investment, regardless

the top countries from which citizens

of the consequences on the purchasing

emigrate. The answer to this paradox lies

power and labour rights of citizens.

13

State subsidies to foreign investors
range from € 3,000 to € 7,000 per hired

Conclusion

employee.33 Wages and workers’ rights
are kept at minimal standards in order

The justified fear of depopulation

to lower production costs and increase

and ageing causes existential anxiety

efficiency. One of the examples is a shoe

for societies in Southeast Europe.

factory in which the working conditions

Ruling elites propose conservative

are miserable and workers are paid €

measures such as increasing birth

150 salary, while the state praises the

rates and stimulating a return of the

economic success of the factory. The

diaspora. However, what WB societies

infamous ‘race to the bottom’ economic

need is comprehensive and deep

policy leads to creating Serbia’s economic

reforms that are implemented with the

image as a success story, while the

goal of building democratically and

exodus of its citizens tells a different story.

economically progressive and resilient

34

35

societies. Weak rule of law, corruption,
and fragile democratic institutions
undermine the potential for economic
development. If these societies want
to be prosperous so that their citizens
stay and new ones come, they have to
uncompromisingly embrace a fight to
strengthen the judiciary, entrench the
rule of law, and fight corruption.

33

34

35

Luka Filipović, “Srbija nas debelo ‘šiša’ u privlačenju stranih ulaganja. Doznali smo što rade drukčije”,
Tportal, 5 March 2018; https://www.tportal.hr/biznis/clanak/srbija-nas-debelo-sisa-u-privlacenjustranih-ulaganja-doznali-smo-sto-rade-drukcije-foto-20180305
GMario Reljanović, “Bauk socijalizma i teror kapitalizma” [Fear of socialism and terror of capitalism],
23 May 2019; https://pescanik.net/bauk-socijalizma-i-teror-kapitalizma/
Saša Dragojlo, “What Is the Real Price of Geox Shoes?”, Mašina-Production of Social Critique, 16 March
2017; http://www.masina.rs/eng/real-price-geox-shoes/
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Elites in power do not have an incentive

happened in the past and can happen

to do so. They will actively resist

in the future. The only question is if

change. Citizens, disempowered in

countries affected by emigration want

these conditions, have no option but

to do something about it while they still

to act collectively in bringing about a

can?

necessary change.
For all logical reasons, Southeast
Mobility will not and should not stop.

European countries should be

A mobile, dynamic modern lifestyle

advanced and prosperous. They have

assumes one’s ability to work and live

decent geographical location with no

in different parts of the world. Further

extreme weather conditions, situated in

globalization will increase mobility.

Europe with modest, but still existing,

Communications, transport, and

infrastructure connections with the

technology blur borders among people

rest of the continent. A relatively small

and allow for mixing of societies and

population can be viewed as a liability

cultures. Wars or natural disasters

in terms of economic growth, but

could interfere, but nothing short of a

can be viewed positively in terms of

break-up with the existing economic

wealth distribution. They have rather

model can divert globalization from

homogenous populations that is

how it shapes our world.

relatively well educated.

Therefore, this whole study on ageing

Apart from human capital, there are

and depopulation in the Balkans

also natural resources that could be

should be taken with a grain of salt.

put into the function of development.

Nature does not know vacuum. History

Therefore, the only question that

teaches us that if not people who

citizens of these countries should ask

currently live in this region, there will

themselves is – are we responsible for

be others to inhabit these lands. This

our own countries or not?
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Policy
Reccommendations
To civil society organizations:

To progressive governments in the
Western Balkans:

•

Explain to citizens how rule of law lies
at the heart of development, that it is

•

a precondition for development.#

Design and implement policies
that are in the interest of citizens.
Work for the public good with the

•

Motivate citizens to demand

understanding that entrenchment of

change. Use media campaigns,

the rule of law is the foundation for

policy advocacy, reports, studies,

development and EU membership.

public discussions, protests – any
democratic instrument. Use different

•

•

Regulate standards of labour and

methods to reach the target audience

social rights to aim at quality of life,

(youth, urban/rural population,

not only profits. Stimulate and attract

sector employees, etc.). Formulate

foreign direct investments that favour

messages that target audiences to

interests of citizens, not only interests

instantly understand.

of an investor.

Establish cooperation among

•

Implement policies that protect the

organizations that focus on rule

environment and reduce pollution.

of law. Coordinated activities

An increasing number of people are

and campaigns of civil society

emigrating because of air pollution

organizations send a message of

and environmental degradation.

unity and strength in fighting for the
common goal.

•

In cooperation with destination
countries work on solutions such

16

as circular and institutionalized

understanding that rule of law is a

migration, temporary work permits,

precondition for development.

joint degrees, dual work permits.
•
•

Improve rule-of-law conditionality,

Design bold immigration policies that

mission reporting, and annual

are coherent, long-term, and strategic.

planning. Use a model of senior

Raise public awareness on the need

experts’ group reports on the rule of

for comprehensive migration policies.

law, i.e. Priebe reports, in all Western
Balkan countries.

•

Make friends with the diaspora,
offer to do something for them.

•

Enhance credibility of the EU

Invite the diaspora to contribute to

enlargement strategy for the Western

development in flexible forms, beyond

Balkans by uncompromisingly

the expectation of permanent return.

focusing on the rule of law. Improve
visibility and relevance of the rule of

•

Share information with countries that

law within the Berlin Process.

are experiencing similar problems of
emigration and acute depopulation.

•

Demonstrate unequivocal support to

Sharing information and lessons

reformists in the Western Balkans.

learnt could lead to creative solutions.

Deliver on promises and reward
actors who implement reforms.

To the European Union:

Clearly articulate and firmly sustain
a vision of the Western Balkans’ EU

•

Tie assistance to the implementation

membership as the EU interest.

of rule-of-law reforms with the
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